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Introduction. The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, it

demonstrates the importanoe of oross-linguistio, pragmatic

oomparisons of conversational strategies across similar speech

events. Such analysis may reveal potential areas of negative

transfer or pragmatio troublespots for students who are trying to

oommunioate in a new sooiolinguistio and oultural system.

Second, this paper claims that materials for helping ESL/EFL

students to increase their pragmatic and communicative proficiency

should be based on more than the analysis of isolated speeoh aots

and lengthy, de-oontextualized catalogues of the various linguistic

forms whioh these aots are presumed to take (e.g., showing agreement

by saying,"I couldn't agree with you more"; showing disagreement by

saying, Tell, aotually, I ...", etc.), as is the oase in many

current ESL textbooks.

Rather, olassroom mate.eials should derive not only from

sentenoe-level analyses, but also from more maoro-levels of analysis

whioh inolude disoourse, cultural, and world-knowledge as well ae

how one plans one's oonversational taotios (Faeroh and Kasper,

1984). AB Williams (1988:46) puts it: "the foaus [of textbooks]

should be on using language in ongoing disaourse, in a particular

context, for a particular purpose, and as a part of a strategy."

At the same time, this paper aoknowledges two serious

potential limitations of the above points of view: (1) the

application of speeoh-aot theory to the field of language pedagogy

is at present very controverdial due to suoh problems as determining
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how many speeoh aots there are, what oonstitutes an aot's

boundaries, and the multiplioity of speeoh aot meanings involving

both literal force and indireot interpretations (Flowerdew, 1990);

(2) contrastive studies of any kind of communicative performance,

including speeoh aot and discourse investigations, may not always

provide easy-to-follow models for the ESL learner, even when target

language norms oan be diagnosed, because the learner nay still

choose to exercise Individual options. For example, westerners may

expeot Japanese speakers of English to (learn to) disagree more

openly in English conversation than they do ordinarily in Japanese,

but Japanese speakers nay instead prefer a more indirect

communicative style (Littlewood, 1988).

While acknowledging these ooncerns, and reoognizing a limited

data base, this paper yet hopes to offer some useful insight to

ESL/EFL learners and eduoators who may be enoouraged to further

pursue the questions raised here.

Baokground. There has been an interest in how groups funotion

sooiolinguistioally in achieving a "working oonsensus" at least

sinoe Goffman (1959) coined the term. This communioative process

has been defined by communication researohers as "oollaboration" and

"negotiation", espeoially in their work on bargaining teams

(Druokman, 1977). For Goffman, a "team" is any group that works

together to maintain a particular definition of the situation in

whioh they are engaged, that is, individuals whose intimate

cooperation is required (1959).

On this definition, many other oo:laborative 'teams' exist,

suoh as participants in faculty committee meetings (e.g., Edelsky,
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1981) or in church business meetings (Pearson, 1990a, b). In these

settings, typical communication patterns in U.S. culture have been

examined fro4 several points of view, including ethnomethodology,

especially the organization of talk (e.g., Sacks, Schegloff, &

Jefferson, 1974), speech-act theory (e.g., Austin, 1962; Searle,

1969) and politeness (Brown & Levinson, 1987), From the perspective

of organization of talk, which deals directly with turn-taking,

collaborative language has been found to exhibit short utterance

lengths, many talk-overs and much "shared-floor" interaction

(Edelsky, 1981), reflectinc; freedom and no-responsibility for

decision-making.

From the combined perspeotives of speeoh-aot theory and

politeness, as in Pearson 1990a, b, the language of speakers in a

collaborative speech event has revealed correlations with role

(e.g., ministers, chairs, and group participanis at church business

meetings), where more institutionally powerful speakers (ministers,

chairs) display more powerful and more lengthy 'control acts'

(speech acts of directing and divagreeing) as well as more downward

style-shifting (positive politeness) and more mitigation (negative

politeness) as concomitant features with the acts of control.

Pearson argues that this combination is a useful persuasive style

for achieving group consensus and acceptance of one's opinions by

others.

Work has just begun, however, on cross-linguistic comparisons

of collaborative speech events (e.g., Pearson & Lee, in press).

This paper hopes to add to that body of research by reporting on an

initial comparison of the conversational strategies used by native
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speakers of Mandarin Chinese (in Chinese and in American English)

and by native speakers of American English, as they mutually

persuade and collaborate with each other in conducting the same

desert survival task, described below. Findings will test whether

the conversational strategies are encoded in similar ways in the

native languages (and cultures), and, if different, whether Ll

patterns are potentially transferred to the L2 version of the same

task.

Method. In order to create a uniform, although artificial "working

oonsensus" situation, a desert survival task was selected (See

Appendix A), and the participation of three groups of speakers or

"teams" was solicited. All agreed to audio- and video-recording.

Each group of participants was told to imagine that they had just

survived an airplane crash in a desert and were given a list of

fifteen items (e,g. a cosmetic mirror, a raincoat, a compress kit,

etc.) which they had to rank, as a group, according to the item's

importance to their survival, given various constraints, such as the

pilot is dead, the airplane has burned, etc. Members of each group

were given time initially to do individual rankings silently. Then

they were told to work out a group ranking. They were prohibited

from voting or flipping coins in order to gain consensus. Instead,

they had to achieve their ranking as a group by team negotiation

within 30 minutes.

One of the groups comprised native speakers of American

English (AE), and the other two groups were native speakers of

Chinese. One of the Chinese groups performed the task in Chinese

(CC) and the other group spoke only English (CE). There were six
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participants in each group, three males and three females; all were

graduate students at Arizona State University, and members of each

group were acquainted with each other to comparable degrees.

Transoripts were made of each oollaborative interaction,

following the general transcription conventions of the early

ethnomethodologists (Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson, 1974). The data

were ooded on two levels: (1) an episodic, discourse level and (2)

a speech-act level, which partially included co-occurring politeness

features, both described more fully below. As noted, while this

paper oannot attempt definitive, oross-linguistio generalizations,

given the limited number of subjeots, at the same time it does raise

some interesting comparisons which are expected to lead to further

ideas for investigation.

Overview. The main findings can be summarized as follows.

The CC group exhibited the most efficient use of time, although both

the AE and CC groups scored equally well when group rankings were

compared with the expert's. Each group displayed the same general

episodic organization, but the AE group's interaction was more

complex in sub-episodes than either the CC or the CE groups. The AE

group also displayed a greater variety of speech act types and

linguistic forms for realizing the acts (encoded frequently with

negative politeness) than either Chinese group. There was just a

hint of transfer in the use of two speech acts in the two Chinese

groups which were virtually absent in the AE group.

Effioiency. When it oomes to tne overall efficiency of group

functioning, as might be expected, the groups working in their
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native languages fared better than the group working in its L2. The

CC group finished easily in less than 20 minutes; the fE group

finished the task comfortably in 32 minutes; the CE group rushed to

finish in 40 minutes. According to computations on the aoourate

ordering of survival items, which compares the individual group

member's score with the group score and with the desert survival

expert's score, where the lowe.: the score the better (See Appendix

A), the AE and CC groups had the same good numerical score: 50.

The CE group, however, had a score uf 80, considerably poorer.

Nonetheless, all three groups had a better group score than their

average individual soorea, which was the expected outcome on this

group-oriented task.

Episodic organization. For the purposes of this paper,

'episode' is defined as a coherent sequence of sentences of a

discourse, linguistically marked for beginning and/or end, and

further defined in term- of some kind of 'tnematio unity' (van Dijk,

1981:177). Three major episodes comprise the most general segments

of the desert survival task discourse: (a) getting started, (b)

ranking, and (c) concluding. The (b) episode was further divided

into sub-episodes narking where the group reanalyzed strategies for

approaching the overall task, as certain group members challenged

the previously agreed upon ranking system.

In this level of ()caparison across the groups, it seems that

the AE group conducted a somewhat more complex (b) episode than

either of the other two groups (as illustrated in the comparable

episodes below), which helps explain why they took longer to

complete the task than the CC group, who were also conducting the

8
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exercise in their native language. One AE member was very

persistent, although quite initigating, in seeking group attention to

his opinions about how to conduct the ranking--persuasive

negotiation by this group member underlay this subepisode of the

analysis (see Episode B, 9 (a(m) below).

In the CC group, on the other hand, the only opinion on

ranking strategy, which was simply a straightforward request that

group members add justifioation to their suggested rankings, was

immediately adopted by the group without discussion. The CE group,

while exhibiting me 001110.6Xity than the CC group, but tuoh lees

than the AE group, reached an impasse in agreement on strategy for

ranking, unlike either group, and switched instead to a different

strategy in order to complete the task, as shown below.

Episode A: Getting o_tartqd,

In getting started, the Amerioans spent roughly fifteen turns

joking around before someone joked, "Are you the expert here?",

indireotly elioiting the first opinion on ranking. The other two

groups started very directly: CE: "So how about we just see the

rank, how about the first one?" and CC: (in translation) "Ok, let's

begin. Well, let's start with [name of person in the group]."

It would take a comparison of more groups in order to test

whether this difference in taking charge is cultural or due to

unidentified, individual factors. In these data, however, no

American direotly assumed a leadership role, even after nany turns,

whereas a leader emerged in the first turn for both Chinese groups.

Episode II; _Banking

9
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When it comes to the strategies for approaching the ranking of

the items, the AE interaction suggested eleven sub-episodes,

numbered below, compared to only three for the CC group and four for

the CE group:

A. Sisr&tegifts_Astrranking_ituraiyalittiuLIAE_grsuja:

1. StiLtejnolit_impart

2Pinions and justificatlons for item's importng_aoroas_

many speakers:

--"Water's the most important."

2. Suggest reorganization of strategy for ranking:

--"Maybe we should, this is just a thought, but maybe we

should go through, maybe we should just start at the tcp of the list

and find out what everybody thinks we can use these things FOR, and

then and then you could just go through them and then after we find

out what everybody's ideas are.,."

3. Giye use of items_al_lat4roug_ggel_doira_the_liali_manz

voluqteer What ranking tbe items had on their individual lists:

--"What would Ire use the jack knife for?"

--"We could cut open a cactus."

4. Decide to begin group ranking:

- -"So should we start ranking?"

5. Qjny_e_ragkjugLjkg_tgjr_o_tatj,ng_as2Lofa

AlLgraup_magardu

--"I put four the mirror, because the signalling thing is is

important because a mirror you can signal during the day, far away,

you know."
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6. Question the underlying mintien_for_the ranking

strategy followed to_this point (one group member's opinion that the

group should "stay put" as opposed to walking across the desert

challenges the team's overall survival strategy, but he is not

ratified for the time being):

--"I agree with what [name] is saying, since the water is

number one, but what I, what I understand of survival, you're

supposed to stay pul, which means you gotta have signals, right?"

--"But we're not staying put; we're hiking to the mining

camp,"

7. lagiaterprethe instruatiora:

-"Well, we're talking about priorities here, what if you only

had five items, which five items would they be, see, that's the

idea."

8. Continue giving rank and lunificatien_lor_ateros_aczeigt

all mebIKJE.

9. DifigagilljacialkinLy_ermuLwher,Latay,tasi

put" to_desermine overall survival strategy. which_has still not

been resolved (the following comments occur over 10 pages of text as

Speaker A (the speaker of 6. above, supported partially by a second

speaker) gradually obtains ;inal ratification of his idea):

Speaker A:

(a) "Well, I contend that we should stay put."

(b) "Well, first of all, is the consensus that we're

travelling? Because my. idea is that we should stay put."

(c) "That's one of the main ideas of survival in the desert

is to stay put so that somebody can come and find you."

ii
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Speaker B:

(d) "Actually, I believe the intelligent thing is to stay

put."

(e) "I think we should stay put."

Speaker A:

(f) "Well, why do we need the map and the compass if we're

staying put?"

(g) "Let's drop the compass and the map. We're staying put."

(h) "Let's drop the compass and the map for now. We're

staying put."

(i) "So let's stay put, the only way we oan ( ) the map and

compans, so let's start over."

(j) "Survivalists will tell you, you stay put."

(k1 "Let's erase the map and the compass."

(1) "Start it over."

(m) "We're staying put." (repeated by four speakers).

10. &rank items a000rding to new overall_strategy of

"filstyillg put":

--"Ok, so one is water."

11. RUtgalltr&Alit_Lank.ing_grategY:

--"Ok, let's maybe do this from a different point of view.

Since we decided to stay we have the parachute. We don't oare

about. . . we have some signalling . . . Let's start with the lnast

important things, and kind of clIkl with the middle ones."

ILSisktegi2Btaz_rankiss.A3- usiTALItstACC_sirskuia:
1. Give ranking of item across many speakers while going down

the_list. (using no justification).

12
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2. ntorganize_BItalew_tcincluide_julliijsuLtioul.

(translation):

--"We should disauss the difference" (i.e. We should give

justifications)

3. Qii_e_rankingLADLjaffsdlicatiga,_uswling_tbzogia_41.1

iltmt.

$4:

1. atiAtjukuLisuagLuat_11122,_11212jutlai_imilutgat,_giiing

opinions and justifications for item's importance and rank. across

all speakers:

- -"I think parachute. I think for your security."

2. AlumplAncl_sgmlltemps,_thy_ssuLargalorn,LIsLudgling_tja

Speaker A:

(a) "My our question is that if we can bring only one thing,

what we will want to bring, if we can bring only two things what we

want to bring."

(b) "You know the problem is like the problem, excuse me, the

problem right now is that, which are we going to bring first. That

didn't mean that if we bring the compass we can't bring salt."

(c) "This important series means if you can bring only one

thing you bring one thing. If you can bring two, you bring two.

That means if if you want to leave and, they say you bring only one,

what do you want to bring."

(d) "This is important, the series for importance which means

that if you if if they allow you to bring nine you can only bring

nine items. But, you see, if you bring . .
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Speaker B:

--"Ok, how about we leave these two because we only have

fifteen minutes. We leave these two and then we go to five. Is

that ok? And then if we have time, we'll come back and discuss.

What do you think?"

4. contime_opinione_and4uslificktions_sLi_rapkings and rank

1/e1fl8 until finished.

Esdjugo C: Concaudialt

The groups concluded the task as follows, with a note of humor

in the AE group, and a simple note of accomplishment in the others:

AE: "We're all gonna die like dogs."

CC: (in translation) "Well, finished. Not yet 20 minutes."

CE: "Done!"

While Episode C was very simDle, the process in Episode B of

negotiating whic-h system of ranking to use extended over many

mdnutes and many turns in the interactions, and was especially

dynamdc in the AE group. This analysis suggests that in at least

some collaborative groups of peers the issuance of one speech act

(such as making a suggestion--see 9. (a-m)) is not enough to gain

one's conversational goal. Long interim exchanges and building

tactics may also be required before compliance is achieved.

FUrthermore, other factors, including different cultural norms or

different gender-related behavior, will probably interrelate in very

complex ways. These ideas will also be reflected in the speech-act

analysis in the next section.

$peech-act/functions and linguistic forma. Exhaustive coding

for speech aots/functions in the three ihteractions (AE, CC, CE) was
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attempted. However, the analysis reported here is considered

preliminary in that the problems raised by Flowerdew (1990),

mentioned above, abounded. Corder (cited in Holmes (1983:92)) may

be right in suggesting that attempts to devise a un:'.versa1 and

comprehensive set of speech act categories "are at the stage of what

has been oalled botanizing--the pre-theoretioal or natural history

stage in the development of a science." It is very difficult to

determine what function or overlapping functions a particular

utterance represents.

However, speech act/function categories and the variously

'polite' exponents which realize those acts were based on Williams

(1988), who oompard the speech acts in the naturally-ocourring

conversation of a set of three business meetings (in British

English) with the speech acts taught in over 30 ESL business

textbooks. ('Interruption', however, was ignored and 'compliment',

'apologize and 'concede' were added (See Appendix B)).

Amazingly, Williams discovered that there was almost no

overlap between the linguistic forms that speech acts took in real

business meetings and the forma that are taught to students in the

textbooks examined. For example, the textbooks taught 28 ways of

encoding the speech aot of 'expressing opjnion', such as 'I

definitely think that'; 'I'm sure that'; 'I really do hink that;'

'as I see it', 'I consider', 'I feel'; 'in my opinion', etc., but in

the actual meetings, the majority of expressions of opinion were

either inexplicit statements or simple versions of 'I think'.

According to Williams, the real meetings were much less explicit

than what studente were being taught. She questioned, then, how
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useful it was to teach functions and linguistic forns apart from

discourse strategies that are situated in and built across an entire

speech event.

Likewise, in the desert survival data, this question was also

relevant. We have already seen the elaborate re-issuing of a

directive to reorganize the ranking strategy, stated in various ways

above in 9 (a-m). To take two other examples of build-up across the

discourse, we can compare the lengthy negotiation over a suggestion

by a female member in each of the CE and AE groups. In the first,

the CE female does not gain compliaace, but in the second, the AE

female does.

In the CE interaction, one female group member who repeatedly,

over many turns, tried to insert the mirror into the ranking in a

high position, was virtually ignored, and ended up settling for

placement of the mirror in last position (15 out of 15 items) when,

ironically, the oorreot answer, according to the expert survivalist,

was to rank the mirror first:

--"How about the mirror?"

--(A pages later a second female supports the use of the

mirror) "Then in this case, I think mirror is more important than

parachute, because if you pu: the parachute on the ground, then you

can't walk away. You have to stay there."

--(3 pages later) "A mdrror, though, a mdrror will be durable.

I mean it don't need uh it doesn't need a battery."

--(3 pages later) "But we oan use the mdrror, right?"

--(5 pages later) "I think the mirror."

6
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--(Response: (Male) "You always like the mirror."

<laughter>.)

--(1 page later) "Can we use the mirror now?"

--(Response: (Male) "No." <laughter>)

--(3 pages later) "Mirror? Fifteen." (She accepts ranking of

the mirror in final position).

By comparison, a female speaker in the AE group, who did not

want salt tablets to be ranked high, contrary to demands of members

of the group, did gain her conversational goal. Tablets were in the

end ranked 12 (out of 15):

--"I can't stand salt tablets. They make me violently sick."

--(16 pages later, when salt tablets are suggested): "I hate

salt tablets."

--(15 pages later): "I hate salt tablets. They make me

nauseous; if you're not gonna eat, they'll make you throw up."

--(15 turns later): "I don't want salt tablets."

--(5 pages later): "No? I don't want the salt tablets. It's

not a palate thing, it is, I know more people from my wonderful days

of girl scouting that puked when they took their salt tablets

because it made them sick and if you don't have anything to eat and

you're throwing up, and you really get dehydrated quite rapidly. So

I wouldn't use the salt tablets, personally. But you guys can have

them and eat them to your heart's content, and if you all die then

I'll have the water."

--(3 pages later; response (male)): 'She said the salt

tablets are not good, everybody think that?", (and the tablets are

ranked 12).

17
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A summary numerical oomparison of the speeoh acts/functions in

the task is shown in Table 1. An exhaustire comparison of the

speeoh acts and the linguistio forms which realize them is given in

Appendixt. With the exoeption of the speech aot of 'agree', which

oocurred with so muoh frequency and probable inaudibility (e.g.,

masked "mm-hmm's") tnat occurrenoes oould not be reliably totalled,

all other speeoh acts were quantified in order to obtain a rough,

percentage-based oomparison, shown in Table 1.

Table 1.

n

AE

% n

CC

%

CE

n %

Disagree 69 9.8 20 5.6 52 14.1

Give opinion 360 51.3 200 56.2 100 270

Suggest/direct 37 5.3 20 5.6 20 5.4

AA agreement 0 5 1.4 26 7.0

Elicit 120 17.1 33 9.3 70 18.9

Sound out 5 .07 12 3.4 10 2.7

Focus 31 4.4 4 1.1 22 5.9

Show intention 1 --- 0 0 ---

Explain 65 9.3 54 15.2 60 16.2

Mk rep/olar 8 1.1 8 2.2 10 2.7

Compliment 2 .03 0 --- 0

Apologize 2 .03 0 0

Concede/Compromiee 1 0 0

*TOTAL 701 100 356 100 370 100

*Totals exclude 'agree' as a speeoh act category.

8
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Several interesting outcomes arise from the comparisons of

Table 1. All three group interactions exhibited similar frequenoies

of acts of 'suggesting/directing' and 'asking for repetition/

clarification', although the percentages of these occurrences are

low in all groups.

However, with regard to other speech acts, the groups behaved

quite differently. Both the CC and CE groups 'sounded someone out'

more frequently than the AE group did; they both also 'asked for

agreement occasionally, a speech act categorically absent from the

AE interaction. The CE group used more 'disagreements' and less

'giving of opinions' than either of the other two groups. The CC

group did less 'eliciting', more 'sounding out' and less 'focusing',

The AE group gave fewer explanations and was the only group to use

the four acts of 'showing intention', 'oomplimenting', 'apologizing'

or 'conceding'.

It is very difficult to determine the significance of this

variation, given the limited number of groups under analysis and the

somewhat arbitrary delimitation of speech acts. However, there is

some suggestion of transfer of native Mandarin speech act use to L2

English in that the two Chinese groups 'sounded someone out' and

'asked for agreement', while in the AE group the first act rarely

occurred and the second act did not occur at all. Both of these

acts hint at a greater concern for others' opinions in making the

group function better collaboratively. One CC group member even

commented on the group's solidarity: "We Oriental people [think

this way]." These findings support the claimed contrasts between

individualistic and collectivistic cultures (e.g., Okabe, 1983),

19
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where social relationships are looser in the former (e.g., U.S.

culture) and tighter in the liAtter (e.g., Chine) (Boldt, 1978).

Although the numbers are small, there is also greater

variation in the types of speech acts used in the AE group relative

to the other groups, which suggests that Mandarin-speaking second

language learners would benefit greatly from expostre to the variety

of contextualized speech acts which occur in various AE

collaborative settings.

Similarly, the catalogue of linguistic forms which realize

these functions (displayed in Appendix C), indicates greater

variation in the AE group, too. For example, ways of expressing

agreement total only six types in the two Chinese groups, while the

AE group used at least fifteen various forms. Expressions of

disagreement, opinion, suggestion/direction and explanation also

exhibit much greater variety in the AE group.

Looking specifically at forms for realizing the two primary

acts of control in the conversation, disagreeing and

suggesting/directing, in the disagreements of the AE interaction we

find a gamut of direct forms (e.g. "I don't buy that.", "There is,

too.", "No way.") as well as forms which are mitigated (e.g. "Well,

actually..."; "That's true, but"; "I agree, but..."). There is

almost no mitigation of disagreements in the CC group (e.g.

"But...") and less variety of mitigation in the CE group (e.g. "Yes,

I know, but..."; "Actually,..."), although most disagreements are

mitigated, i.e., use negatively polite expressions.

Most suggestions/directives are generally unmitigated for all

three groups, which probably reflects peer-group interaotion and
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suggests that these acts are inherently less face-threatening than

disagreements. Both English-speaking groups issue many

straightforward strong modals ("We gotta", "We have to", "We

should"), although bald imperatives ("Wait", "Look", "Start over")

are characteristic only of the AE group. Further judgment tests

need to be applied to the Chinese forms in order to determine levels

of mitigation/directness; however, the tags "hao ma" "and "hao le"

are occasional mdtigators on directive forms.

Conelusions.

By comparing the language performance of native speakers of

Mandarin Chinese and English to English L2 performance across

similar speech events, this brief analysis has suggested a

methodology for discovering potential areas of pragmatic transfer.

Tendencies for transfer which must be further tested were revealed

in the greater concern for receiving opinions of all group members

in both Chinese groups relative to the American group.

ClAarly, a much greater variety and complexity of

conversational strategizing by the native English speakers was

evident in the (admittedly limited) data here. This difference was

revealed only by analyzing contextualized language across the whole

discourse event, and illustrates why we need more oomprehensive

models of language use in the classroom and in textbooks. Students

need to see more examples of situationally appropriate uses of

politeness, and to be shown how they can argue a point and persuade

listeners to agree with them, through the use of supporting

explanation and justifications, repetitious persistence, as well as

other speaker strategies. As Williams (1988:53) argues, "we are
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probably doing our students a disservice in teaching them functions

such as expressing opinion in isolation, as this does not reflect

what speakers do with language."

Future data could explore whether the comparative simplicity

of the Chinese groups is a general pattern and whether, in

situations where Chinese and English speakers are interacting with

each other, problems related to these differences arise. Young

(1982), for example, found certain discourse difficulties in

business meetings, such that Westerners viewed Chinese businessmen

as 'beating around the bush'. This indirection she attributed to

the topic-comment structure of Mandarin. However, no evidence of

greater 'beating around the bush in the two Chinese groups relative

to the American group occurred in these data. This discrepancy

alone points to the need for much more research before we presume

that our classrooms offer definitive models built on complete cross-

aultural and cross-linguistic understanding.
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Appendix A,*

Desert Survival Task

The Situation:
It is approximately 10:00 a.m. in mid August and you have just

crash landed in the Sonoran Desert in southwestern United States.

The light twin engine plane, containing the bodies of the pilot and

the co-pilot, has completely burned. Only the air frame remains.

None of the rest of you have been injured.

The pilot was unable to notify anyone of your position before

the crash. However, he had indicated before impact that you were 70

miles south-southwest from a mining camp which is the nearest known

habitation, and that you were approximately 65 miles off the course

that was filed in your VFR Flight Plan.

The immediate area is quite flat and except for occasional

!..arrel and saguaro cacti appears to be rather barren. The last

weather report indicated the temperature would reach 110 degrees

that day, which means that the temperature at ground level will be

130 degrees, You are dressed in-light weight clothing--short

sleeved shirts, pants, socks and street shoes. Everyone has a

handkerchief. Collectively, your pockets contain $2.83 in change,

$85.00 in bills, a pack of cigarettes, and a ballpoint pen.

Your Task:
Before the plane caught fire your group was able to salvage

the 15 items listed on the next page. Your task is to rank these

items according to their importance to your survival, starting with

"1" as the most important, to "15" as the least important.

You may assume -

1. the number of survivors is the sane as the number on your

team;

2. you are the actual people in the situation;

3. the team has agreed to stick together;

4. all items are in good condition.
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Step 1 -

Each member of the team is to individually rank each item. Do

not discuss the situation or problem until each member has finished

the individual ranking.

Step 2 -

After everyone has finished the individual ranking, rank order

the 15 items as a team. Once discussion begins do not change your

indvidual ranking.

Your team will have until

step.

o'clock to complete this

*(The original source of this task is unknown; for a full

explanation of scoring and expert ranking, contact the author.)

Appendix B

Comparison of functions in business meetings, business textbooks

(Williams, 1988) and desert survival task:

Beetings:

agree
disagree
give opinion
suggest
direct
elicit
focus
intention
explain
conclude
interrupt
correct

ask for repetition/
clarification

Textbooks:

agree
disagree
give opinion
suggest
direct
ask for agreement
elicit
open/close a meeting
keep to agenda
sound someone out
establish topic
promise action/
show intention
explain
conclude
state aims
say can't answer
interrupt

P6

agree
disagree
give opinion
suggest/direct

ask for agreement
elicit
sound someone out
focus
intention
explain
ask for repetition/

clarification
compliment
apologize
conceded/compromise



6ppondix C
Comparison of exponents/linguistic forms which realize the speech
acts/functions in the 'desert survival' task:
AE4imericans in English; CC=Chinese in Chinese; CE-linese in
English

LAgrat:
AE
(yes), that's true/right/fine/exactly
(yeah), that's good/great/that'd be a good way
Mmrhmm/uh-huh
yeah, really/that's what I was thinking
well, that's an idea
yeah, right, for Pete's sake
I agree, especially when....
This is true.
I think [name]'s right.
I'll buy that.
repetition of previous utterance

Persuasion
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CC
dui, wo ye.
dui, (dui)
hao
ok
a

repetition

'right, I do, too'
'right, (right)'
'good'

'yeah'

of previous utterance

CE
Yeah
Ok.

I think Bo.
Yes/Mmrhmm/Uh-huh
You're right.
I agree (what you said).

2. Disagml:
AZ (69)
except ...
well, (actually) ...

no
no way
(yes/yeah/ok/that's true/ I agree), 1-q...(16)
I don't think it ...

wait, but ...

I don't buy that
There is, too ...

Sure, we do.
inexplicit statements (16)

CC (20)
bu guo 'but' (12)
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bu hui 'no, it can't
inexplicit statements (6)
CE (52)
no
yeah/yes/I know, but (19)
That's not true.
actually, ...

not necessarily
inexplicit statements (6)

AE (360)
well, I happen to know
I (don't/do/should) think (40)
I'm thinking
as far as ...
I'd rather ..

what I was thinking of was
I thought
you know
actually. I believe
I would say, you know
of course ...

so I guess
I would ...

maybe
I'd like/I personally would like
I contend that
my idea is that
other statements, not explicitly expressing opinion (200 +),
e.g. The cosmetic mdrror is two.

CC (200)
'I thought'
'I think (13)

'I was/am thinking'
'I believe'
'My opinion is this'
'I Bay'
'perhaps'
'I tell you'
'it seems that'
other statements (150 4.)
e.g., We must have water.

CE (100)
(actually) I think (20)
another thing is
what I'm thinking
my feeling about xxxx is that
another way is that
so, my opinion, my comment is
maybe/perhaps
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other statements, not explicitly expressing opinion (75)
e.g., You can pull it.

4, Suggest/direct:
AE (37)
maybe we should
why don't we
ok, (so) let's (maybe/just)
let's
let me
(now), [verb] (e.g., wait/look/ start over/erase)
aan we (e.g., go on)?
so ehould we xxx?
ok, well, explain why
we have to
we gotta
'me need to

whut if we xxx?

CC (20)
women [verb], (hao ma?) 'we'll; let's'; how about;, ok?'
ni yao [verb] 'you want to/have to'
ni jiang 'you may tell'
jiu, hao le? 'the vodka, ok?'
[verb], e.g. fang dzai... 'put (location)
wo yao shwo, [verb] 'I want to say, [verb]'

CE (20)
so how about (10)
can we xxx?
read the Bible
hint: e.g., water, water
we should consider
and, remember
we have to

5. Ask for agreement:
AE (none)

CC (5)
wo wen ni, ni yao bu yao xiang 'I ask you, don't you think.
...,dui bu dui 'yes or no; right?'

CE (26)
Am I right?
Is that ok?
I think we xxx, right?
Nobody support my comments?
Agree?

AE (120)
interrogative, e.g., Rat would we use it for?
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statement: I want to know why... (1)

CC (33)
interrogative

CE (70)
interrogative, e.g. How far is it?
rising intonation on phrase, e.g. You can use the jackknife to out
snake? (20)

7. Sound someone out:
Al (5)
What did you guys put...
Co you would put what fourth?
Waat are your thoughts, [flame]?

Tiverybody think that/agree?

CC (12)
'what do you think of it?'
'what about you?'
'what about [noun]?'
'any other ideas?'
'what should be the third?'

CE (10)
Ok, how about the other guys/others?
What did you put?
What do you think?
What else do you want to bring?
How long do you think...

.EcasauLiAltahligh....tapigissadutima:
AE (31)
Ok, so two is the compass.
So we know we should compromise.
Ok, so um .45 caliber pistol. (as next topic of discussion)
Now what we have left is ...

CC (4)
Number 12.
Now number 14.

CE (22)
Ok, the salt.
Third one.
So it seems that some people think ...

Number seven.
Next, coat.

9. Show intentioh:
AE (1)

I'll take charge. (joking)
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CC, CE (none)

10. Examia:
AE (65)

because (e.g., when you sweat...) (15)
see, (e.g., he had...)
this is my reasoning
well, it depends
I mean (8)
so that, you know
that's why
the only reason
the idea is to
that means
like
that would depend
of course
statements, not explicitly explaining (15)

CM: (54)

yinwei 'because'
'you see'
'I mean'

ruguo 'if'

'I want to emphasize'
statements, not explicitly explaining (30)

CE (60)
because (6)
otherwise
even though
you know
which means
(then) if (18)
it's like a
I mean
that's the key point
statements, not explicitly explaining (15)

AZ (8)
What?
What were you saying?
Beg your pardon?
What'd you say?
Did you say xxx?

CC (8)
shi ma/jen de ma?
[repeat word]

'Really?'

'Are you still talking about xxx?'
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CE (10)
What do you mean?
Parachute, you mean?
Get what?
Coat?
So it means that xxx?

Persuasion
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12, Compliment:

AE (2)
Well, we're doing great.
Hey, we're on our way.
CC, CE (none)

AE (2)
I'm sorry.
Oh, you're xxx; sorry
CC, CE (none)

AE (1)
I will let the cosmetic mirror go as ...if you

CE (none)
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